Seasons & Holiday Pocket Chart

Contents:
- Pocket Chart
- Guide
- 24 Holiday Cards
- 9 Spring Cards
- 9 Summer Cards
- 9 Autumn Cards
- 9 Winter Cards
- 12 Blank Cards
Learn about the four seasons and various holidays with this durable Seasons & Holidays Pocket Chart. This pocket chart is a great way to teach children about the seasons by using colorful cards that symbolize items commonly found in each season. The children will also be able to identify the seasons in which popular holidays occur. This pocket chart comes with 60 colorful cards that create fun and engaging discussions between the teacher and students.

The Seasons & Holidays Pocket Chart has transparent pockets to allow children to sort the colorful die-cut cards. There are two storage pockets at the bottom of the chart to keep cards organized and protected when not in use. The pocket chart is washable and can easily hang from a bulletin board or our Pocket Chart Stand (LER 2196).

Expand your collection of Pocket Chart teaching tools with these Learning Resources® products:

LER 2196  Pocket Chart Stand
LER 2418  Calendar & Weather Pocket Chart
LER 2414  Numbers & Counting Pocket Chart
LER 2292  Sorting & Patterning Pocket Chart
LER 2246  Alphabet Pocket Chart

For a dealer near you, call:
(847) 573-8400 (U.S. & Int’l)
(800) 222-3909 (U.S. & Canada)
+44 (0)1553 762276 (U.K. & Europe)
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